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The Soneva Hotels group have a commitment to transparency around its emissions

arbon emissions — everyone’s gassing about them. Since

flying is the biggest contributor to our individual footprint,

flygskam – the flight shaming movement, as coined by the

Swedes last year — is certainly lifting off.

But what about our carbon ‘foodprint’ when we travel? Considering

food-waste emissions comprise eight per cent of the global total,

whereas aviation accounts for around two per cent (according to the

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN), maybe we should be

thinking more deeply about that thing we do every day, at home,

and on holiday — eating and drinking.

Think of the ecological impact of the appetite of millions of visitors

to all those dreamy tropical islands that...
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The Soneva Hotels group have a commitment to transparency around its emissions

arbon emissions — everyone’s gassing about them. Since

flying is the biggest contributor to our individual footprint,

flygskam – the flight shaming movement, as coined by the

Swedes last year — is certainly lifting off.

But what about our carbon ‘foodprint’ when we travel? Considering

food-waste emissions comprise eight per cent of the global total,

whereas aviation accounts for around two per cent (according to the

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN), maybe we should be

thinking more deeply about that thing we do every day, at home,

and on holiday — eating and drinking.

Think of the ecological impact of the appetite of millions of visitors

to all those dreamy tropical islands that...
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The Soneva Hotels group have a commitment to transparency around its emissions

arbon emissions — everyone’s gassing about them. Since

flying is the biggest contributor to our individual footprint,

flygskam – the flight shaming movement, as coined by the

Swedes last year — is certainly lifting off.

But what about our carbon ‘foodprint’ when we travel? Considering

food-waste emissions comprise eight per cent of the global total,

whereas aviation accounts for around two per cent (according to the

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN), maybe we should be

thinking more deeply about that thing we do every day, at home,

and on holiday — eating and drinking.
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The Soneva Hotels group have a commitment to transparency around its emissions

arbon emissions — everyone’s gassing about them. Since

flying is the biggest contributor to our individual footprint,

flygskam – the flight shaming movement, as coined by the

Swedes last year — is certainly lifting off.

But what about our carbon ‘foodprint’ when we travel? Considering

food-waste emissions comprise eight per cent of the global total,

whereas aviation accounts for around two per cent (according to the

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN), maybe we should be

thinking more deeply about that thing we do every day, at home,

and on holiday — eating and drinking.

Think of the ecological impact of the appetite of millions of visitors

to all those dreamy tropical islands that...
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